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DISPUTE REVIEW BOARD RECOMMENDATION 

 
December 3, 2008 
 
Mr. Boone Herberman 
DAB Constructors, Inc. 
PO Box 1589 
Inglis, FL 34449 

Mr. Ed Koroshetz, P.E. 
Senior Project Engineer 
URS Construction Services 
10119 SE Hwy 441 
Belleview, FL 34420 
 

   
 
RE:  CR 484 Realignment 241602-1-52-01 
   
Subject: Hearing Dated Nov. 24, 2008 
  Disputes Review Board Recommendation 
    

Issue: Embankment Variability Factor 
     
Dear Sirs, 
 
DAB Constructors, Inc. (DAB) and the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) requested a 
Dispute Review Board hearing of a disputed issue. The hearing was held on Nov. 24, 2008 at the FDOT 
Ocala Operations Center in Ocala, FL.  The parties furnished the Board position papers and rebuttal 
responses for review prior to the hearing. The Disputes Review Board was requested only to consider 
the question of entitlement. In accordance with your request the following recommendation is offered. 
 

Issue: Entitlement to Additional Compensation Resulting from the Deletion of 
Variability Factor Embankment Quantity  
 
 
Background 
The project scope involved construction of a new alignment of a portion of CR 484, including drainage 
improvements with retention ponds. Additionally, the work included an overpass bridge at an intersecting railroad 
right of way.  The work in dispute involves a change to Embankment Quantity, a Plan Quantity Pay Item. The 
applicable specification is the FDOT 2004 Standard Specification for Roads and Bridge Construction.  
 
The Summary of Earthwork Quantities provided in the plans included a line item under Embankment labeled 
“Embankment for Variability Factor” with a value of 4,360 CY. The total Embankment quantity was listed on the 
plan sheet as 914,612 CY including the Embankment for Variability Factor of 4,360 CY.  However, it should be 
noted that the contract bid pay item amount was 914,765 CY, 153 CY more than the quantity on the plan sheet. 
 
The Summary of Earthwork Quantities also included a line item under Subsoil Excavation labeled “+ 10% 
Variability Factor 875 CY”. The total Subsoil Excavation quantity was listed as 9,627 CY including the +10% 
Variability Factor of 875 CY. Additionally, the Summary of Earthwork Quantities included a line item under 
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Landfill Debris Excavation labeled “+ 10% Variability Factor 3,485 CY”. The total Landfill Debris Excavation 
quantity was listed as 38,335 CY including the +10% Variability Factor of 3,485 CY. 
The sum of the two excavation variability factors equals the quantity of the Embankment for Variability Factor: 
875 + 3,485 = 4,380. 
 
A copy of plan sheet 15 has been included with this recommendation. 
 
During the construction of the project the FDOT determined that the quantity of Subsoil Excavation and the 
quantity of Landfill Debris Excavation would under run and that the quantities labeled as +10% Variability Factor 
would not be required.  Accordingly the FDOT issued a plan revision deleting the following quantity items: 
 
Embankment 
Embankment for Variability Factor of 4,360 CY 
 
Subsoil Excavation 
+10% Variability Factor of 875 CY 
 
Landfill Debris Excavation 
+10% Variability Factor of 3,485 CY 
 
The disputed issue concerns whether or not the FDOT’s revisions to the pay item quantities was consistent with 
the terms of the contract, and whether or not DAB is due additional compensation. 
 
 

Contractor Position 
The following summary of the Contractor’s position is based upon written materials submitted to the 
Board and upon the hearing presentation. 
 
Key Points 

1. DAB believes that the FDOT is not entitled to adjust the Plan Quantity 
without making any change in any plan dimension. 
 
DAB rejects the Department’s arbitrary and capricious deletion of the quantity of 4,513CY from 
the plan quantity for bid item 120-6 EMBANKMENT reducing payments to DAB by $27,890.34 
without changing ANY plan dimension. With no change in dimensions, no actual work was 
deducted from the job. The bid price does not change. 
 

• The Plan Quantity is 914,765 CY. That is what DAB is to be paid per specifications and 
DAB will not accept one cubic yard less. 

 
• The Department’s arbitrary reduction of the plan quantity by 4,360 CY on the basis of 

that the Department asserts that inclusion of the line “Embankment for Variability 
Factor” in the “SUMMARY OF EARTHWORK” on plan sheet 15 is a plan error is not 
credible. Clearly the EOR inserted this line into the table with premeditation and its 
inclusion was clearly evident to all bidders. This is an intentional act by the EOR and not 
an error. 
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• See Specification 9-3.2. The specification is clear that, for claims regarding errors in plan 
quantity for “earthwork items”, the claimant must produce proof that there is some 
difference in the cross sections or the original ground were in error. The Department 
certainly has never produced evidence of that fact as is clearly required by the 
specifications. 

 
 

2. DAB relied upon the quantities shown in the plan as the basis for our bid 
calculations.   

 
• Supplemental Specification 2-3.2 clearly requires the contractor to base his bid on the constructing the 

work within the authorized plan dimensions: 
 

• DAB based its bid ($5,653,247.70) on the actual amount of work shown on the plans within the plan 
dimensions as required by the specifications. 

 
• The specification also requires the Department to use these quantities for Final Payment. 

 
Summary 
DAB expects to be paid the full bid price of $5,653,247.70 be adjusted only by actual changes in the work as have 
been required by changes in the plan dimensions upon which DAB was required to base its bid. 
 

FDOT Position 
The following summary of the FDOT’s position is based upon written materials submitted to the Board and upon 
the hearing presentation. 
  
Key Points 

 
1. The Department’s adjustment of the pay item quantities is consistent with 

the facts and the contract provisions. 
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Summary 
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Disputes Review Board Findings 
1. The original plans contained the following three items listed as variability 

factors: 
Embankment 
Embankment for Variability Factor of 4,360 CY 
 
Subsoil Excavation 
+10% Variability Factor of 3,485 CY 
 
Landfill Debris Excavation 
+10% Variability Factor of 875 CY 

 
 

2. The variability factor items were included by the EOR in the quantity 
calculations as a contingency for uncertain subsoil conditions. 
 

3. Actual work quantities for Subsoil Excavation and Landfill Debris Excavation 
are under run, consequently the +10% variability quantities will not be 
performed. 
 

4. As a result of not performing the +10% excavations variability, the 
Embankment Variability Factor of 4,360 CY will not be performed. 

 
5. Relevant Contract Provisions: 

 
9-3.2 Payment Based on Plan Quantity:1 
9-3.2.1 Error in Plan Quantity: As used in this Article, the term 
“substantial error” is defined as the smaller of (a) or (b) below: 
 
(a) a difference between the original plan quantity and final quantity of 
more than 5%, 
(b) a change in quantity which causes a change in the amount payable of 
more than $5,000. 

On multiple job Contracts, changes made to an individual pay 
item due to substantial errors will be based on the entire Contract 
quantity for that pay item.  

Where the pay quantity for any item is designated to be the 
original plan quantity, the Department will revise such quantity only in 
the event that the Department determines it is in substantial error. In 
general, the Department will determine such revisions by final 
measurement, plan calculations, or both, as additions to or deductions 
from plan quantities.  

In the event that either the Department or the Contractor 
contends that the plan quantity for any item is in error and additional or 
less compensation is thereby due, the claimant shall submit, at their own 
expense, evidence of such in the form of acceptable and verifiable 
measurements or calculations. The Department will not revise the plan 

                                                      
1 Sub-article 9-3.2 from FDOT 2004 Standard Specification for Roads and Bridge Construction 
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quantity solely on the basis of a particular method of construction that 
the Contractor selects. For earthwork items, the claimant must note any 
differences in the original ground surfaces from that shown in the 
original plan cross-sections that would result in a substantial error to the 
plan quantity, and must be properly documented by appropriate 
verifiable level notes, acceptable to both the Contractor and the 
Department, prior to disturbance of the original ground surface by 
construction operations. The claimant shall support any claim based upon 
a substantial error for differences in the original ground surface by 
documentation as provided above. 

 
120-2.3 Subsoil Excavation:2 ….. 
The quantity of material required to replace the excavated material and to 
raise the elevation of the roadway to the bottom of the template will be 
paid for under Embankment or Borrow Excavation (Truck Measure). 
 
120-13.7 Embankment:3 The quantity will be at the plan quantity. 
….. If there are authorized changes in plan dimensions or if errors in plan 
quantities are detected, plan quantity will be adjusted as provided in 9-
3.2. 
 
…….Any overrun or underrun of plan quantity for Subsoil Excavation 
which results in a corresponding increase or decrease in embankment 
will be considered as an authorized plan change for adjustment purposes 
as defined in 9-3.2.2. 

 
 

6. Both parties agree that the Subsoil Excavation is under run and that the 
amounts listed as +10% Variability Factor in both Subsoil Excavation (875 CY) 
and Landfill Debris Excavation (3485 CY) will not be performed. Both parties 
agree that due to this reduction in Excavation, the original plan quantity of 
Embankment is overstated by 4,360CY.  
 

7. The quantity in dispute qualifies as a “substantial error” as defined by Sub-
article 9-3.2. 

 

Disputes Review Board Recommendation 
Clearly the contract provides for adjustments to Plan Quantities when a substantial error has been made in the 
original plan quantity. This remedy is made available to either party. The apparent intent is to insure that the final 
plan quantity is a reasonably accurate representation of the actual work quantity. Consider the following contract 
language from Sub-article 9-3.2: 
 

“Where the pay quantity for any item is designated to be the 
original plan quantity, the Department will revise such quantity only in 
the event that the Department determines it is in substantial error. In 

                                                      
2 Sub-article 120-2.3 FDOT 2004 Standard Specification for Roads and Bridge Construction 
3 Sub-article 120-13.7 FDOT 2004 Standard Specifications for Roads and Bridge Construction 
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general, the Department will determine such revisions by final 
measurement, plan calculations, or both, as additions to or deductions 
from plan quantities.  

In the event that either the Department or the Contractor 
contends that the plan quantity for any item is in error and additional or 
less compensation is thereby due, the claimant shall submit, at their own 
expense, evidence of such in the form of acceptable and verifiable 
measurements or calculations. The Department will not revise the plan 
quantity solely on the basis of a particular method of construction that 
the Contractor selects. For earthwork items, the claimant must note any 
differences in the original ground surfaces from that shown in the 
original plan cross-sections that would result in a substantial error to the 
plan quantity, and must be properly documented by appropriate 
verifiable level notes, acceptable to both the Contractor and the 
Department, prior to disturbance of the original ground surface by 
construction operations. The claimant shall support any claim based upon 
a substantial error for differences in the original ground surface by 
documentation as provided above.” 

 
 

DAB’s argument is that Sub-article 9-3.2 permits a revision of an earthwork plan quantity only if one of the 
parties can prove that the original ground surface differs from that shown in the original plan cross sections.  
 
However, in the issue at hand, the source of the error does not involve differences in the original ground surfaces 
from that shown in the original cross-sections. Both parties have acknowledged that the dispute does not involve a 
difference between the original plan cross sections and the original ground surface. The issue at hand is that the 
calculated plan quantity is not correct. Variability adjustments that proved not to be required were included in the 
quantity calculation. 
 
Taken as a whole, Sub-article 9-3.2 allows a revision to the original plan quantity if it can be shown to be in 
substantial error, by either party.  DAB’s narrow interpretation would preclude the revision of an original plan 
quantity earthwork item for causes other than differences between the original plan cross sections and the original 
ground surface. Other sources of error may exist, such as an error in calculation. The plan cross sections could 
correctly match the existing ground surface, and the plan quantity could still be incorrectly calculated and 
incorrectly represented in the original contract documents. Denying adjustment of an acknowledged substantial 
error would defeat the objective of Sub-article 9-3.2. 
 
The FDOT’s revision to the Embankment Pay Item Quantity by the deletion of the Embankment Variability 
Factor is consistent with the contract provisions. Accordingly, DAB is not entitled to additional compensation. 
 

Additional Comments by the Disputes Review Board 
The DRB is appropriately constrained by the terms of the contract, and has offered the above recommendation 
based upon our understanding of the terms of the contract agreement. However, it may be also appropriate for the 
FDOT to give consideration to the issue of fairness. DAB’s statement that they developed the cost of performing 
the work indicated on the plan cross sections and then calculated their unit bid price based upon the original plan 
quantity, is credible.  In the context of preparing a bid estimate and reviewing the Earthwork Quantity table 
provided on plan sheet 15, it would not be obvious that Embankment Variability Factor represented a 
corresponding additional Variability Factor added to Excavation. The Embankment Variability might have 
represented any of a number of other plausible factors. For example, it may have represented a subsidence factor. 
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The FDOT made an error in the calculation of plan quantities, as a consequence, DAB states that their unit bid 
price for Embankment was under estimated. It is not in the business interest of the FDOT to take advantage of a 
mistake it has made. The Department may wish to continue discussions with DAB concerning an equitable 
resolution of this issue. 
 
The Board appreciates the cooperation of all parties and the information presented for review in order to make this 
recommendation.   
 
I certify that I have participated in all meetings and discussions regarding the issues and concur with the findings 
and recommendation.  
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Disputes Review Board 
 
 
 
Ralph Ellis Jr. – Chairman 
Mike N. Zembillas – Member 
George W. Seel  - Member 
 
Signed for all with the concurrence of all members. 
 

 
 
Ralph D. Ellis, Jr. 
Chairman 
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Plan Sheet 15 
 

 

 


